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laser is approximately 0.5 ms, which is in good agreement 
with the results of Oberg et al. [3]. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a DBR laser with 
a tuning range of over 10 nm. Its behavior is easily 
modeled. The laser showed only a small degradation in 
power and linewidth over the entire tuning range. It 
should find application in WDM systems that require 

precise wavelength control but do not demand very fast 
switching speeds. 
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All-Optical Synchronization and Multiplication 
of the Frequency of Mode-Locked Signals 

Paul Phelan, Gerald Farrell, and John Hegarty 

Abstract-We report all-optical synchronized multiplication 
by rational fractions of the modulation frequency of optical 
signals in self-pulsing two-section semiconductor laser diodes. 
The effect is based on the overlap of harmonics of the input 
signal with harmonics of the self-pulsation. We illustrate this 
new generic function with modelocked inputs rich in harmonics 
were fractions of 1,2, and 3 / 2 are generated, and we identify a 
number of applications for this effect. 

EMICONDUCTOR lasers have been known to self- S pulsate under special conditions especially after some 
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catastrophic degradation has occurred. In lasers with mul- 
tiple CW current inputs through segmented contacts, the 
self-pulsation can be induced by a proper combination of 
currents and more importantly, it can be controlled [ll. 
This self-pulsation has been proposed as a basis for carry- 
ing out the function of all-optical clock extraction from 
data streams [2], [3], and for regenerating data in combi- 
nation with bistable elements 121. In two recent papers 141, 
[5] we have shown that a self-pulsing diode with two 
current inputs can be synchronized to an input signal 
whose modulation frequency is a multiple of the self-puls- 
ing frequency. We have shown that this type of frequency 
division with synchronization is a strong function of the 
harmonic content of both the modulated signal and the 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. 

self-pulsing signal. In particular, a mode-locked input 
gives better synchronization behavior than a sinusoidal 
input because of greater harmonic overlap. In this letter, 
we show that this form of synchronization can be general- 
ized to two frequencies which are relational fractions of 
each other, limited only by the harmonic content. Such a 
generic effect has the possibility of giving integrated func- 
tional devices useful in optical retiming for telecommuni- 
cations, in clock distribution at several frequencies locked 
to a master clock, and in time-division multiplexing/de- 
multiplexing. We demonstrate this by showing that frac- 
tions of 1, 2, and 3/2 can be generated in one device. 

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 
1 and is similar to that used in [4] and [SI. The self-pulsing 
laser has a 4:l gain-to-absorber length ratio with an 
overall length of SO0 pm. Self-pulsing occurs for a gain 
current of 90 mA and a typical absorber voltage of 0.294 
V. The self-pulsing frequency is controllable from about 
200-900 MHz by the absorber bias [l]. The modulated 
source is a tunable (grating external cavity) actively 
mode-locked laser diode with output pulse widths less 
than 75 ps. The frequency of the pulse train is determined 
by the external cavity length, to which the electronic 
frequency synthesizer is tuned. The output from the syn- 
thesizer is amplified before being applied to the laser chip 
through a bias T ,  to actively mode-lock the tunable laser. 
The optical output from this source is passed through an 
isolator and coupled into a single-mode fiber. This signal 
is then passed through a polarization controller, and a 
fiber-splitter, before being injected into the absorber sec- 
tion of a two-section laser. 

To achieve synchronization and multiplication injection 
locking [61 of the self-pulsing laser to the signal laser is 
performed, as suggested previously [4], [5]. To do this the 
signal laser was spectrally tuned to overlap a longitudinal 
mode of the self-pulsing laser. Injection locking can be 
observed as a collapse of the multilongitudinal mode 
structure of the self-pulsing laser to one or two dominant 
modes. After careful adjustment of the input polarization 
to match the two polarization modes, a power input of a 
few microwatts was sufficient to induce locking [5]. After 
injection locking, synchronization was initially achieved by 
tuning the signal frequency and self-pulsing frequency to 
overlap each other giving 1:l synchronization. This was 

achieved by adjusting the absorber bias so that the self- 
pulsing frequency was close to the signal frequency with 
no input (440 MHz in this case). 

The most sensitive method to measure the degree of 
synchronization is the RF spectrum of the self-pulsing 
laser output as shown in Fig. 2 for no injection (a> and for 
the case of an injected signal (b). These spectrum were 
taken using a 1.5 GHz APD and 3 20 GHz spectrum 
analyzer. After synchronization has been achieved the 
absorber bias can be adjusted accurately to minimize the 
noise floor level and optimize synchronization. The full 
width at half maximum of the main peak decreased from 
130 KHz to less than 14 Hz after injection and the peak 
height relative to noise floor increased to greater than 50 
dB. Fig. 3 shows oscilloscope traces of the input signal (a) 
and the self-pulsing laser output (b), illustrating the syn- 
chronization in time. The synchronized average light out- 
put power was typically 19 dB greater than the input 
signal power demonstrating that significant amplification 
is also taking place. The input pulse length, measured 
using a 20 GHz photodiode, was less than 75 ps. 

We now show that in this setup we can achieve multipli- 
cation of the input frequency by an integer or by a 
rational fraction. Previously, we showed that by tuning the 
input fundamental frequency to a harmonic of the self- 
pulsing laser frequency, integer division was possible as a 
result of an overlap of the fundamental frequency of the 
self-pulsing laser and a higher harmonic of the signal laser 
[41, [SI. If any of the harmonics overlap each other then 
synchronization should also be possible even if there is no 
overlap at the fundamental frequencies. To show this, we 
tuned the self-pulsing frequency to twice the signal fre- 
quency and obtained oscilloscope traces shown in Fig. 4. 
In this figure, the lower trace is the input pulse train while 
the top trace is the output from the self-pulsing laser at 
an input power of 9.2 pW. The oscilloscope is triggered 
off the frequency synthesizer used to generate the input 
signal, showing clearly that synchronization is occurring. 
The self-pulsing frequency in this case was pulled from its 
free-running value of 875 MHz to 880.06 MHz, exactly 
twice the input signal frequency. We have similarly seen 
multiplication by 3. The power input required is higher in 
this case because of the decrease in the power of the 
signal laser at its third harmonic. The degree of integer 
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Fig. 2. Synchronization of modelocked signals, as illustrated by the RF 
spectrum. Trace (a) is the free-running (unsynchronized) output of the 
self-pulsing laser while trace (b) is the synchronized output. 
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1 ns/div 
Fig. 3. Synchronization in time illustrated by oscilloscope traces. Trace 
(a) is the input mode-locked signal, while trace (b) is the synchronized 
output of the self-pulsing laser. 

multiplication N is limited by the power in the harmonics 
of the input signal and the power in the self-pulsing 
harmonics which resonate. For mode-locked pulses we 
expect N > 10. 

By overlapping a harmonic of the input signal fre- 
quency with a harmonic of the self-pulsing frequency, 
multiplication by a rational fraction can be performed. To 
demonstrate this function the grating laser was again 
modelocked at 440.03 MHz, while the self-pulsation fre- 
quency was adjusted to about 660 MHz. In this case the 
third harmonic of the mode-locked laser overlaps with the 
second harmonic of the self-pulsing laser. Fig. 5 illustrates 

1 ns/div 
Fig. 4. Oscilloscope traces illustrating multiplication by two. Trace (a) 
is the input signal from the grating laser, trace (b) is the synchronized 
output of the self-pulsing laser (at a frequency equal to the input signal 
frequency multiplied by 2). 

I ns/div 
Fig. 5 .  Oscilloscope traces illustrating multiplication by 3/2. Trace (a) 
is the input signal from the grating laser, while trace (b) is the synchro- 
nized output of the self-pulsing laser (at a frequency equal to the input 
frequency multiplied by 3/21, 

synchronised multiplication by 3/2; the upper trace is the 
self-pulsing laser output and the lower trace is the input 
signal frequency. The input power required is similar to 
that necessary for multiplication by 2. The additional jitter 
observed on the output signal in Fig. 5(b) is due to the 
method used to trigger the oscilloscope. For this case the 
synthesizer cannot be used as a trigger, since the self-puls- 
ing output frequency is 1.5 times the input signal fre- 
quency. Therefore, the electrical signal from the APD is 
split before the oscilloscope input, and is used for trigger- 
ing itself, thereby introducing additional jitter. Other ra- 
tional fractions such as 2 / 3  have also been observed, and 
in principle any rational fraction should be obtainable 
subject to sufficient power in the overlapping harmonics. 
The limit on the number of fractional frequencies that 
can be generated is again determined by the harmonic 
content. Fractions with low denominators will be most 
favored as they correspond to overlap of lower, stronger 
harmonics. 

The ability to generate new frequencies from a master 
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reference frequency is potentially useful in several appli- 
cations. In clock distribution in electronic circuits, the 
shorter the pulse the more accurate is the timing. Short 
pulses also increase the harmonic content leading to a 
greater range of frequencies that can be generated [7]. It 
is possible to produce shorter pulses from a self-pulsing 
two section laser by controlling the carrier lifetimes, or by 
coupling to an external cavity [8], while modelocking of 
the master laser can, in principle, give subpicosecond 
pulses. In time-division multiplexing, frequency multipli- 
cation by a large number may sometimes be necessary in 
which case the self-pulsing laser should have a pulse 
length short enough to have sufficient harmonic content 
at the signal frequency for synchronization. Since the 
self-pulsing frequency can be controlled by the absorber 
bias, it is possible with the same device to switch from one 
output frequency to another under voltage control, thereby 
producing an optical frequency synthesizer. 

In summary, we have demonstrated all-optical synchro- 
nized multiplication of the frequency of an input mode- 
locked laser signal to a self-pulsing two-section laser diode. 
Multiplication by integers and rational fractions have been 
demonstrated. We believe that this is the first demonstra- 
tion of generic frequency conversion using diode lasers 
and we expect it to have several applications including 

clock d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  h i g h - s p e e d  t ime-divis ion 
multiplexing/demultiplexing, and optical frequency syn- 
thesis. 
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Interferometric Measurement of the 
Linewidth Enhancement Factor of a 1.55 

p m  Strained Multiquantum-Well 
InGaAs/InGaAsP Amplifier 

J. Ehrhardt ,  A. Villeneuve, G. I. Stegeman, H. Nakajima, J. Landreau, and A. Ougazzaden 

Abstract-The linewidth enhancement factor of an InGaAs / 
InGaAsP strained multiquantum well optical amplifier was mea- 
sured interferometrically. It varied from 3 to 18 over the wave- 
length range from 1500 to 1600 nm with injection currents 
varying from one to four times the lasing threshold of the 
uncoated device. A rate equation model gave differential gain 
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and refractive index change per carrier, respectively, in the 
range 0.3 to 2.5 X cm2 and -5 to - 8  X cm3. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
E linewidth enhancement factor ( (Y 1, differential T” gain, and index change per injected carrier are the 

key parameters needed to evaluate the performance of 
semiconductor optical amplifiers in communications sys- 
tems and photonic switching. Previous theoretical and 
experimental work has shown that strained quantum well 
devices have a low C Y ,  high differential gain and refractive 
index [11-[71. The techniques used to measure these prop- 
erties apply principally to lasers and lead to spectral 
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